
Rochdale & District Quiz League – Season 2019/20 – AGM Minutes 

Minutes and notes of RDQL AGM held at Woolworths SSC @ 20.30pm on 4/9/19 

1. Introduction and roll-call of teams represented 

Present: HEALEY HOTEL, BAMFORD BOWLING CLUB, BLUE PITS ROVERS, ROEBUCK ROMANIES, 

CEMETERY YOYOS, ROYLE BOWLING CLUB, LANCASHIRE FOLD, NORDEN BOWLING CLUB, THE 

STROLLING PLAYERS, LANCASHIRE FOLD VAULT, COMRADES A,  Simon Roberts (SJR), Peter 

Corby (PC), Steve Ashworth (SA), Mark Preston (MP) 

 

2. Apologies and Notices 

Apologies: WHITWORTH BAND CLUB, WOOLWORTHS SSC, BLUE PITS RAIDERS and COMRADES B 

– all sent prior notice of absence but wanted to enter a team again 

Withdrawn from League: No One 

May enter the League: THE COMMERCIAL (Castleton) – spoken to them post AGM meeting. They 

want to enter a team but are concerned about suitable area in the pub to hold the quiz especially on 

Wednesdays that have UK teams in Champions league matches. As at Tuesday 10 September 2019 I 

have just received an email from them confirming that THE COMMERCIAL will be entering a team. 

 

3. Review of 2018/19 Season 

SJR helped PC complete the season by supplying friendlies at start of the season and several quizzes 

for the KO and Plate matches plus the KO and Plate finals. PC thanked Mike Lees for his test set as 

well as Norden Bowling Club and Woolworths SSC for their use for hosting the Presentation Night and 

Pairs Competition. No issues raised by any of the attendees 

 

4. Accounts & Finances as at start of season - September 2018 

Balance at start of last season £131.91 Balance at end of last season £230.71 but league is still owed 

£90 (£10 from Lancashire Fold and £80 from Cemetery Yoyos), so the actual funds should be (or 

rather will be) £320.71 when this is received. SJR stated that he was quite happy to do the 

administration and the questions for the whole of the 2019/20 season and he suggested that the 

League Fees be reduced to £70.00 per team for the season.  

RDQL Accounts - 2018-19 Season 

Date Narrative  Credit Debit 

05/09/18 Opening Balance   £131.91  

Season Delivery     £270.00 

Season Subs   £1,110.00   

Season Stationary and inks     £28.92 

Season Suppers     £242.28 

Season Trophies     £450.00 

Season Staff Gratuity     £20.00 

Season  Subs still owed   £90.00   

  Totals   £1,331.91 £1,011.20 

       

 Final Balance   £320.71  

 



5. League Fees 

See above plus please note that cash, cheques (payable to Peter Corby) or bank transfers (Peter Corby 

/ 08-93-00 79273570) are all acceptable. PC will continue to handle the RDQL finances 

 

6. Season duration – start, end, breaks 

After a brief discussion the following was agreed: similar duration to last season; two week break at 

Christmas – last league match on the 18th December / 25th December 2019 and 1st January 2020 off / 

matches resume on the 8th January 2020. If The Commercial joins the league then could have 16 teams 

so agreed that SJR will look at optimum mini league options to maximise matches played and minimise 

free weeks. Friendly sets / warm up match for 18th September 2019 (note that it is Man Utd versus 

Rochdale on the 25th September 2019, so no friendly on that week although he has a set only used at 

the Comrades as a preseason friendly if any teams want to play a match on the 25TH!); with the first 

league match proper on the 2nd October 2019. Please note that the schedule and fixtures expected to 

be available, distributed and published w/c 16 September 2019.  

 

7. Naming of the plate / cup 

SJR stated that he was unaware of any requests for the naming of this season’s trophies. After some 

discussion as well as some humorous generic names for the trophies two names were put forward by 

Dave Brigden (Dave Marsh and Lawrence Williamson), who both died within the last couple of years but 

were not selected to have their names as a memorial trophy due to others being selected ahead of 

them. It is SJR’s opinion that it would be a fitting tribute to name the KO Cup for the 2019/20 season 

as the “Dave Marsh Memorial Cup” in honour of Dave plus this year’s Plate to be named in honour of 

Lawrence Williamson; it will be named the “Lawrence Williamson Memorial Plate”. Dave played regularly 

for the Blue Pits Rovers as did Lawrence who also had a connection with the Royle Bowling Club. 

  

8. Quiz Format – do you want to see any changes? 

SJR stated that he had already prepared 30 complete question sets (quizzes, spares and gallons) and 

that following comments from several teams there will be no themed quizzes (except the warm 

friendly on the 18th September 2019) for league, mini league, cup and plate matches. 

There were no proposed changes to the quiz format or the season schedule. SJR asked all teams to 

let him know of any dates where teams would find a “free date” as advantageous if at all possible 

or where an “away fixture” would be preferred. Divisions and fixtures will be ready for w/c 16th 

September 2019. 

 

9. RDQL website 

Surprisingly there are still several individuals who do not realise that there is a new website developed 

FREE by Steve Ashworth (Bamford Bowling Club) 

The URL is: https://rdql.wordpress.com/. It is still the intension to populate the website with 

historical information, creating a roll of honour and generally expanding the website. Mark Preston 

handed 13 FD’s to SJR (these were data disks of Mark’s 10 year tenure as organiser and question 

setter and could not be read at the time of writing these minutes). Mark Preston informed and he is to 

continue searching for the data disks I handed over to him in 2001 which contained some information 

from my initial 13 year stint as organiser and question setter. 

SJR also agreed to check with BKC trophies to see if they had any historical data records of the 

trophies. 

SA raised the topic of updated contact information. SJR said he would contact all teams and ask them 

to review update and approve contact information that they would be happy to appear on the website 

(in the public domain)  

https://rdql.wordpress.com/


10. One refresher / warm up set (quiz / gallon) on Wednesday the 18th September 2019 

Any teams requiring a set to let SJR know who wants a set and who they will be playing where 

applicable. These sets can either be a hard copy set delivered by the Wednesday in question or an 

electronic set emailed on the Thursday following the scheduled quiz. Please note the earlier comment 

about an additional set for the 25th which has only been used at the Comrades if any teams want a 

copy. 

 

11. Trophies – general discussion 

SJR and PC to continue to investigate perpetual trophies otherwise trophies will be permanent as per 

previous seasons. 

 

12. Venues  

SJR/PC will investigate neutral venues to hold the Plate and Cup finals. There are other venues which 

can accommodate the pairs competition and presentation night. These will be announced later in the 

season. 

 

13. Any other business  

 

Some discussion and difference of opinion about the current “in the event of a tie in the league 

competitions” rule. The current states: 

“(i) A team winning a league game gains 2 league points, teams which draw gain 1 point each, losing teams 0 

points. Each week the game scores are recorded for each team (i.e. points scored for and against a team). 

On this basis the final league table will be drawn up using the following criteria:  

 The team gaining the most league points will win the league. 

 In the event of two or more teams ending the season on the same points then the following will 

apply in order given to determine the winner. 

 The team with the most game points (i.e. the highest points for which is marked as “F” in the weekly 

published league tables will be the winner. 

  In the unlikely event that there is still a tie for first place then the team with the highest number 

of game points scored against them will be the winner (i.e. the score marked as “A” in the weekly 

published league table.   

 If the above criteria cannot separate the teams then a play-off will be arranged at the earliest 

possible opportunity.” 

 

There was no proposal to change this so at present it remains as stated above. 

 

14. Meeting close and payment of league fees:  

This was handled by PC – no information / updates to report 

 

Many thanks - good luck to all teams for the 2019/20 season! 

 

Simon Roberts m: 07973291442 

e: RDQL.Info@yahoo.com 

w: https://rdql.wordpress.com/ 

 

mailto:RDQL.Info@yahoo.com
https://rdql.wordpress.com/

